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Pagination wrong in Multisites Blog Layout
Posted by iage - 2016/03/22 17:12
_____________________________________

Hello Edwin, 

In one of our installations, we have a Blog-Layout in a slave-site. 
The Blog-items are from the master site. 
The menu item is configured to show 8 items and these are also displayed correctly. 
But: The pagination at the bottom of the page always lists intervals of 20. 
When changing to page 2, 3 or further, it always sets start and limit to 20. 

We updated the template (Yoo Digit) to the latest version, but it did not help. 

Do you know how we can fix this? 

Joomla: 2.5.28 (I know it's old, but we can't update yet) 
Multisites: 1.3.49 

Any help is greatly appreciated. 

Kind regards -Stephan

============================================================================

Re: Pagination wrong in Multisites Blog Layout
Posted by edwin2win - 2016/03/22 18:18
_____________________________________

Concerning the version of Joomla, don't wory, we are still compatible (including with J1.5, J2.5) 
So you can continue to do the update of JMS on this environment. 

What you mention is "Yoo Digit" that I suppose is a YooThemes template. 
In general, the paginiation is managed by the template. 
So I suppose this is a bug in the "Yoo Digit". 
I don't know if you have installed this Yoo Digit in a /templates specific directory OR if you are using the
"Patches for Yoothemes". 

The problem with YooThemes is located in their specific framework always need to be "bug fixed" to
work correctly. 

So I suggest that you report the issue to YooThemes and perhaps that they finally fix their framework to
work correctly when using symbolic links. 
The problem is that they bypass joomla and have redeveloped all the stuff with bugs and compatibility
issue. 
As their Warp library is incldued in each template, it is impossible to have a fix for that. 
Only Yoothemes can fix their bug. 

For your information, such kind of issue exists for a long time and we met the Yoothemes team in 2012
and explain the issue that is still not fixed (almost 4 year later)
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Re: Pagination wrong in Multisites Blog Layout
Posted by iage - 2016/04/06 11:29
_____________________________________

Thanks for your reply. I finally got around to checking this. 

Yes, Yoo Digit is a YooTheme.. The patches were not installed. I did so now and they are applied, but
the pager still shows increments of 20. I'll see if YooTheme-Support can help. 

If you or anyone else has any further input, it would be most welcome. 

Kind regards -Stephan
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